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Project Overview

Human Data Commons 
the human Data Commons Foundation (“ hDC ”) is a non-profit based in 
Vancouver, Canada, inspiring the tech sector and everyday citizens to build 
an equitable and sustainable future for all. hDC does this by convening and 
facilitating interdisciplinary, inclusive stakeholder collaborations and culture 
shaping. Learn more at humandatacommons.org.

Quantified Self Report Card 2019 
since 2017, hDC has issued an annual Quantified self report Card on 
“ quantified self ” devices, or devices that measure something about the user 
on an ongoing basis. the goal of quantified self devices is to allow the user 
to learn about themselves, whether to measure daily exercise, nightly sleep, 
or some other metric. the Quantified self report Cards are not buying guides 
for features and usability, but rather a review of how the makers of these 
devices treat their customers and handle the sensitive data generated by 
their users. this year’s Quantified self report Card follows in this tradition, 
reviewing the privacy, consumer rights, data access, and security practices 
of the companies behind the most popular quantified self devices. It also 
looks at the societal impact of the use of quantified self devices and these 
companies’ practices around data collection and use.

the 2019 Quantified self report Card (“ report Card ”) looks at the quantified 
self landscape through the lens of growing public skepticism and regulatory 
scrutiny faced by tech companies over the past two years—the tech backlash. 
the tech backlash has been driven by scandals around anti-competitive 
conduct, privacy violations, abusive labour practices, and the impact of tech 
on the public sphere. the report Card will look at how these concerns touch 
the quantified self industry and what companies in the quantified self field 
have done, if anything, to address these concerns, especially with respect to 
privacy and consumer rights.
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Introduction

the tech Backlash 
not so long ago, the tech industry could do no wrong. It was as though steve 
Jobs’ infamous “reality distortion field,” the term used for his marketing 
magic that created almost religious excitement over new products, had 
wrapped the entire tech industry in a warm glow. People lined up overnight 
for a chance to be the first to buy the latest iPhone. Facebook’s dizzying 
growth linked our online personas to real-world identities, erasing the line 
between the online and offline worlds. Disruption was a virtue, and startups 
gushed about “making the world a better place.” Google’s “Don’t be evil” 
motto was an inspiration, not a punchline. tech companies were quickly 
becoming the giants we know today.

the reality distortion field crashed down in 2017, and the consequences 
of this rapid growth and disruption started to show. We learned that 
Facebook allowed Cambridge Analytica to harvest user data to manipulate 
public sentiment around brexit and the 2016 us election and failed to 
notice russia’s efforts to drive polarization through fake Facebook groups.1 
Cambridge Analytica was the first in a flood of revelations, whistleblowers, 
and general complaints against the biggest companies in tech. twitter 
failed to deal with vicious trolling and abuse.2 youtube radicalized teens 
with algorithmic video suggestions.3 uber developed software to stymie 
municipal investigations of its service, ignored rampant sexual harassment 
and discrimination, and killed a pedestrian with one of its self-driving cars.4 
Amazon’s warehouse workers complained of brutal working conditions, and 
the company was accused of abusing its retail platform to crush competitors.5 
Google planned to move back into the Chinese market with a censored 
search engine and faced allegations of widespread sexual harassment at the 
same time it officially dropped “don’t be evil” as a slogan.6 the magic was 
gone.

since then, the world has grown even more skeptical of the tech giants, 
starting with their very size. the european union and 40 state attorneys 
general in the united states have launched antitrust investigations against 
Facebook.7 Google is being investigated by 50 state attorneys general.8 
Amazon faces investigation by the FtC for alleged anti-competitive behavior 
in the Amazon marketplace.9

the concerns don’t end with antitrust investigations. each of the big 
companies has its own problems, but Facebook’s are perhaps the most 
extreme. Facebook’s founder and Ceo, mark Zuckerberg, has been grilled 
by the us Congress over Facebook’s approach to almost everything: content 
moderation, political ads, its planned cryptocurrency, and more.10 the 
company has also taken fire for its content moderation policies, with people 
on the political right claiming it is censoring too much and people on the left 
claiming it is not taking down hate speech quickly enough.11 through all of 
this, Facebook has been unable to dispel a years-old conspiracy theory that it 
records all its users conversations, because it seems so plausible based on the 
rest of its behaviour.12

that brings us to privacy, which has become the biggest cause for concern 
in the tech world. there is a dawning realization that our data is made 
more than the sum of its parts by the application of big data and artificial 
intelligence. the general public learned our data is being monetized by 
countless players in the internet ecosystem, exploited for purposes we are not 
made aware of, and in some cases used against us.
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Quantified self in the tech backlash 
Quantified self devices are caught in the crosshairs of the backlash, as they 
are often made by the biggest companies in tech and collect some of the 
most sensitive data about us. that data is increasingly powerful, allowing 
us to know more about ourselves and achieve better health outcomes. but 
at the same time, we are concerned about how our data is used by the 
companies that make the devices and who it is being shared with.

the flippant solution to privacy concerns is to stop using the devices and 
services that collect the data in the first place, but opting out is no longer a 
realistic option for many internet services and may not be a realistic option 
for quantified self devices for much longer. over a period of just a few 
years, smartphones became essential for meaningful participation in society. 
As more people adopt quantified self devices and the insights and health 
benefits we can draw from the data become more valuable, these devices 
may become indispensable as well. As discussed below, insurance companies 
are already encouraging their customers to wear fitness trackers to better 
assess their risk, as are some employers. other employers are requiring that 
employees wear tracking devices to monitor their location and activity.

the ideal outcome of the tech backlash is not a complete rejection of 
quantified self devices or the application of artificial intelligence to the data 
they collect. the promise of this kind of research is too great. however, we 
should take the backlash as an opportunity to pause for reflection and to 
take stock of the data ecosystem as it exists today, considering what goods 
it has delivered and what harms it has done. It’s a chance to build a more 
accountable, human-centric tech industry and to consider business models 
that look beyond exploiting all available data for advertising.

Internet activist Cory Doctorow has suggested that companies should treat 
data as toxic waste, as a single leak can cause irreparable harm.13 Companies 
working with big data, especially data as sensitive as quantified self data, may 
be able to learn from the risk management strategies adopted by the nuclear 
industry. Doing so now, before further harm is done, could prevent a chill 
across the entire industry like that which followed early nuclear disasters.

Business models and social costs
Surveillance capitalism and behavioral futures
there is a common internet expression to describe the relationship between 
the providers and users of free services:  if you aren’t paying, you’re not the 
customer—you’re the product.  Google presents itself as a search engine 
company, Facebook as a social media company, but in reality they are both 
advertising companies. these search engine and social media sites exist to 
collect as much data about us as possible. that data increases the price for 
which we can be sold to their real customers—advertisers.

this old internet maxim was given a fresh twist by shoshana Zuboff in her 
2019 book  The Age of Surveillance Capitalism . Zuboff explained that through 
advances in artificial intelligence and data science, the vast quantities of 
data can do more than simple demographic targeting. Internet advertising 
companies are now packaging and selling financial products she calls 
“behavioral futures,” which represent the ability to predict or influence our 
future actions based on data about our past behavior.14
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We are now seeing the consequences of the market for behavioral futures 
bubbling up into society at large. Cambridge Analytica’s attempts to influence 
votes proved to be largely ineffective, but its ambitions were disturbing, and 
it is likely another group is looking for more effective techniques to achieve 
the same ends. efforts to manipulate future behaviour can have social harms 
even when the goal seems innocuous. youtube’s content recommendation 
algorithm was designed to keep people on the site for as long as possible but 
had the effect of pushing viewers to explore more and more extreme political 
views. We have barely scratched the surface of the social harms that could 
be caused by technologies that reward the prediction and manipulation of 
behavior.

Customer or product? 
one way to avoid being the product is to be the consumer. When considering 
quantified self devices, looking at the manufacturer’s business model can 
help determine what the company will do with your data. Companies that 
make money from advertising consider your data a product to be sold to the 
highest bidder, while companies that make money by selling products and 
services are more likely to treat you as a customer.

Apple has gone the furthest to highlight this distinction by making privacy 
a selling point in its advertising campaigns and public statements and by 
redesigning its privacy policy to look like a product page.15 Fitbit has also 
taken significant steps to make data privacy a part of its product, but as we 
were putting the finishing touches on this report Card, news broke that Fitbit 
had been acquired by Google for 2.1 billion usD, a price that includes Fitbit 
users’ data.16 the companies claim “Fitbit health and wellness data will not 
be used for Google ads,” but it is not clear whether this promise will apply to 
non-health data collected by Fitbit such as geolocation.17

becoming the consumer instead of the product can be a good solution for 
those who can afford it, but making privacy a business model could come 
with its own social costs. If paying for privacy becomes the default, privacy 
becomes a luxury good rather than a basic human right.

Data ownership
the data generated by our quantified self devices gives us insight into our 
behavior and health: How much are we exercising? How much are we 
sleeping? Where do we spend our time? How do we get to and from work? 
that information is interesting for us, but across populations it becomes a 
treasure trove for advertisers, insurance companies, lenders, and all the other 
participants in the data economy who use that same data to ask how we 
compare to everyone else, what else that lets them know about us, and how 
they can treat us to make more money.

the commercial value of data led the  The Economist t o declare that data has 
replaced oil as the world’s most valuable resource.18 the belief that “data is 
the new oil” has led to calls for “data ownership” in the form of a legally 
recognized property right in our data. the data ownership model has been 
embraced by blockchain evangelists, who want to use blockchain technology 
as the technological underpinning for data markets, giving individuals the 
ability to determine a price for their data and allowing the individual, not 
Facebook or Google, to sell it.19 blockchain companies have spun tales of a 
universal basic income funded by the sale of data, but the profits gleaned by 
even the most efficient data companies are vanishingly small on a per-user 
basis, certainly not enough to fund a basic income.20 At this price, wealthy 
people will likely choose to keep their data private, while the poor may 
feel forced to sell their privacy, again reenforcing the notion that privacy is 
becoming a luxury good, not a human right.
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the fatal flaw in the data ownership model is that individually our data is 
not worth much, but collectively it’s worth a lot since it has the power to 
influence people’s choices, thoughts, and behaviour. this is true for both 
the utility of data, which can only make useful predictions as part of a huge 
data set, and the value of the data, which is trivial on an individual level but 
enormous across millions or billions of users. We must recognize that the 
impact of surveillance capitalism and data extraction is usually greater on 
society as a whole than it is on any one individual. 

Consolidation and consumer rights
the quantified self industry has changed dramatically over the past several 
years as the early rush of competing manufacturers and devices has been 
consolidated. A small group of companies now make the vast majority of 
devices sold. For example, Apple alone accounts for 46% of smart watch 
sales, while the next two largest vendors—samsung (15.8%) and Fitbit 
(9.8%)—make up another 25%.21 Fitbit provides a strong example of this 
trend. In 2016, Fitbit acquired Pebble, an early smart watch startup that 
launched on Kickstarter, and subsequently discontinued support for the 
Pebble.22 Just three years later, Fitbit was itself acquired by Google.23

this kind of chain of acquisitions was enabled by exponential growth in user 
numbers, which has been key to the tech companies’ business models from 
the outset. the companies snowballed into behemoths as funding followed 
the winners, allowing further growth. When a startup showed promise of 
overtaking a competitor’s user count, that competitor had to act quickly 
to eliminate the threat. this could be done by making it easy to join your 
platform and difficult to leave, or by acquiring the company that posed 
a threat.

Consolidation in the tech sector generally, and in the quantified self market 
specifically, has resulted in less competition and reduced consumer choice, 
allowing anti-competitive behavior by device manufacturers, as discussed 
below.

Platforms and walled gardens
Companies use their market power to limit consumer choice by building 
“walled gardens”: product ecosystems designed to make it easy to use that 
company’s whole product line but inconvenient or impossible to use any 
other companies’ products or services. Google, Apple, and samsung have 
each built walled gardens around their users by leveraging their dominant 
shares of the smartphone market into advantages in other areas, including 
quantified self.

Apple’s walled garden is perhaps the most impenetrable. Certain iPhone 
features only work with other Apple hardware, so no other smart watch can 
work as smoothly with the iPhone as the Apple Watch. Apps for the iPhone 
or Apple Watch are only available through the Apple App store, which has 
strict limits about what kinds of apps can be developed and gives Apple 
a 30% cut of all sales through the App store. samsung and Google have 
similar walled garden ambitions, although their walls are not quite as high 
as Apple’s.
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Walled gardens limit consumer choice within any one company’s ecosystem, 
but they also increase the cost of switching. buying a new smart watch is an 
expensive proposition on its own, but the cost may become too much if you 
need to buy a new smartphone to use it with. there are other costs to leaving 
the garden as well. switching can be inconvenient and time consuming, as 
data formats are often incompatible across brands and sometimes require 
third party software to make the conversion. Walled gardens also rely on 
social costs to limit consumer choice. For example, Apple could easily release 
its imessage chat protocol for Android, but instead cuts people out of group 
chats and leaves them with a dreaded Android “green bubble” if they leave 
the Apple walled garden.24

Contracts—take it or leave it
We have all grown accustomed to scrolling to the bottom of long legal 
agreements and clicking “Accept” without reading the contents. the average 
person is fully aware they are being abused by these contracts. An entire 
episode of  South Park w as based on the consequences of one character’s 
failure to read the itunes terms of service.25 however, even if we do read the 
agreement, we click “Agree” anyway, because these one-sided agreements 
leave no room for negotiation. refusing to agree just means you can’t use 
the product or service in question, which can be costly and alienating for 
services that have become so entwined in the fabric of modern life.

If consumers had more bargaining power, or if there was competition for 
tech services, consumers could walk away from a bad deal and use the 
services of a competitor with better terms. however, the tech monopolies 
have come to understand that there are no alternatives, and users will agree 
to what they have to in order to use their services.

With their dominant position secure, tech companies have aggressively 
limited consumer rights. one new technique is to require that users sign away 
basic legal rights that could be used to address disputes with the company. 

Clauses that require binding arbitration rather than litigation and clauses that 
force users to give up the right to participate in a class action have become 
the new normal.

the result of these one-sided consumer contracts is that basic protections 
we think we can rely on are slowly being stripped away. until courts and 
legislators step in to limit the ability of companies to strip away these legal 
protections, we can expect companies to be increasingly aggressive in efforts 
to limit consumer rights in contracts.

Using our data against us
even in the face of the tech backlash, there is a continued push to leverage 
quantified self data for purposes that do not line up with the interests of the 
data subject. We have seen this in a number of areas, particularly in the use 
of quantified self devices in employment settings, by the insurance industry, 
and by law enforcement. each of those areas will be detailed below.

employers
the right to privacy has always been limited in the workplace, but quantified 
self devices are contributing to even greater limits to workers’ privacy rights. 
employers are finding intrusive ways to use monitoring devices at work, 
including mandatory fitness trackers, location trackers, monitoring frequency 
and duration of bathroom breaks, and workplace computers that record 
keystrokes and take screenshots of employees’ screens.26 Amazon has even 
patented a device that tracks warehouse workers’ hand movements in real 
time.27
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employers argue they are paying employees for their time on the job, and 
therefore have every right to monitor what employees do on company time. 
however, such pervasive tracking goes beyond what was anticipated when 
employment and privacy laws were written. At some point, tracking employees 
violates their privacy in ways the law does not allow, and could be used by 
employers to cross lines they are not allowed to cross in other ways. An 
employee who takes frequent bathroom breaks could be lazy, or maybe they 
have diabetes—something their employer has no legal right to know about.

Insurance companies
Insurance companies are encouraging customers to wear fitness trackers or 
other quantified self devices, either by giving away free or discounted devices 
or by offering discounts to people who use the devices.28

this isn’t just a promotional gimmick to attract new signups. Insurance is a 
risk-based industry, and every new data point about a customer provides a 
better assessment of risk. by handing out quantified self devices, insurers 
are encouraging their insureds to use the trackers to monitor their exercise, 
eating, sleeping, and other risk factors.

If the company is simply handing out the fitness tracker without collecting 
the data, it could be seen as an investment in their customers’ health. If 
the fitness tracker helps them live a healthier life, they will have fewer 
claims, and the company will keep more of the money the customer pays 
in premiums. however, some companies are offering reduced premiums for 
reaching certain fitness goals, requiring that some data be turned over to 
the company. this is a small step away from using the data to learn what 
behaviors indicate higher risk and to raise individual premiums accordingly.29 
While this might result in lower premiums for people who are already healthy, 
insurers could also use this information to raise premiums or deny coverage. 
the societal cost could be devastating, putting private insurance out of reach 
for the people who need it most.

Law enforcement
Police are now routinely using data from quantified self devices worn 
by people suspected of crimes to provide the evidence needed to get a 
conviction. For example, in one case police established the exact time of a 
murder by looking at the heart rate of the suspect, recorded on his Fitbit.30 
While we work to establish proper legal standards for police access to fitness 
tracker data, law enforcement demands for data continue to expand.

Law enforcement in the united states is already looking for new ways to 
apply Fitbit data. In a pre-crime initiative worthy of  Minority Report,  police 
have proposed a program to stop mass shootings before they happen by 
predicting mental health episodes through analysis of Fitbit data.31

Preventing mass shootings is a laudable goal, but this program would require 
giving the government access to everyone’s fitness tracker data, all without 
a warrant or probable cause, and without a crime having been committed. 
once police have access to this data set, the potential uses could expand 
again. Perhaps we could use heart rate to identify potential illegal drug use or 
use location data to catch people speeding?

As social psychologist ernest becker wrote in  Escape from Evil,  the worst 
atrocities are committed in the name of good, improvement, and progress. 
the developers of quantified self devices certainly intend to do good, as do 
law enforcement agencies trying to prevent mass shootings. but it is far too 
easy to imagine a sWAt team thinking it is responding to a mass shooting 
and killing a person whose intense workout was captured by their Fitbit and 
flagged as suspicious by the police algorithm.
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Goals 
the report Card is not a traditional set of product reviews. A traditional 
review will look at a device’s features and usability and ultimately determine 
whether a product is “good” or “bad.” however, these reviews rarely stop to 
consider how the data collected by the device is handled or what your rights 
are if the product causes you harm.32 that is where the report Card comes in.

the report Card has two primary goals, one targeting consumers and 
the other targeting industry. on the consumer side, we aim to provide 
information about privacy and consumer rights to help guide buying 
decisions. on the industry side, we promote practices that are more privacy-
preserving, consumer-friendly, and society-friendly. both goals serve the hDC 
mission of promoting an equitable and sustainable future for all.

Companies reviewed – Who’s in?
there are hundreds of quantified self devices available today. smart watches, 
fitness bands, meditation guides, heart rate monitors, blood pressure cuffs, 
meditation headbands that measure brain waves... the list is endless. rather 
than trying to include every quantified self product on the market, this edition 
of the report Card focuses on a narrower set of devices—smart watches and 
fitness trackers.

We took a number of approaches in choosing the companies covered in 
the report Card. First, we reviewed industry reports on smart watches and 
fitness trackers to ensure the companies with the biggest market shares and 
sales figures were included, so the majority of existing customers would learn 
about the devices they own. next, we reviewed tech publications and review 
sites to see which devices were highly rated and recommended to consumers. 
We visited best buy to see what quantified self devices were given valuable 
shelf-space in physical retail stores. Finally, we reviewed last year’s report card 
to ensure no major players were overlooked.

In addition to hardware manufacturers, we included a review of Google Wear 
os. Google does not yet manufacture its own wearable devices, but the 
Google Wear os software platform is used by a number of the companies 
reviewed and has its own terms of service and privacy policy that impact the 
users of those devices.

HDC Quantified Self Report Card: Class of 2019

Company URL

Apple https://www.apple.com/ca/watch/

Casio https://www.casio.com/products/watches/pro-trek

Fitbit https://www.fitbit.com/en-ca/home

Fossil https://www.fossil.com/us/en/wearable-technology/
smartwatches/smartwatches.html

Garmin https://www.garmin.com/en-CA/

Google Wear os https://wearos.google.com/#find-your-watch

huawei https://consumer.huawei.com/ca/wearables/

LG https://www.lg.com/us/smart-watches

michael Kors https://www.michaelkors.ca/watches/smartwatches/_/n-
r3gmjc

misfit https://www.misfit.com/

mobvoi https://www.mobvoi.com/ca

moov https://welcome.moov.cc/

samsung https://www.samsung.com/ca/wearables/all-wearables/

suunto https://www.suunto.com/en-ca/Product-search/see-all-
sports-Watches/

tomtom https://www.tomtom.com/en_ca/sports/

Wahoo https://www.wahoofitness.com/

Withings https://www.withings.com/ca/en/watches

Xiaomi https://xiaomi-mi.ca/smart-watches/
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Companies reviewed – Who’s out?
We tried to include all the biggest device makers in the report Card, but 
there are still entire categories that did not fit within the framework this year.

We excluded apps and software platforms because there are too many 
apps to review in a single report. We also excluded devices in niche or less-
developed categories, like augmented reality headsets, virtual reality headsets, 
or brainwave-reading devices. these devices certainly raise privacy concerns 
but are different enough to deserve their own report card, comparing
apples to apples rather than trying to fit them in with quantified self devices 
and services.

Finally, there were categories that raise unique issues that would require a 
dedicated focus to handle appropriately. Pregnancy and fertility trackers, for 
example, collect highly sensitive health information that can provide life-
changing value to users, and the data is extremely valuable commercially, 
raising a unique set of issues. there have already been numerous stories of 
advertising algorithms knowing women are pregnant before they do, leading 
to disturbing results for everyone involved. Grading these devices to the same 
standard as fitness trackers seemed like a recipe for disaster.33

What’s next
the quantified self landscape continues to evolve. new classes of devices are 
starting to enter the market, bringing with them a new set of privacy concerns.

Augmented and virtual reality headsets are growing in popularity and may be 
widespread in the near future. these devices can track a variety of data about 
the wearer, including geolocation, data about surroundings, what the user is 
looking at within the virtual or real world, and even emotional state.34 While 
this data can be used to create deeply immersive experiences in Vr or
Ar, it could also be exploited for advertising or surveillance.

Wireless earbuds such as Apple AirPods or Google’s upcoming Pixel buds, 
known as “hearables” in industry jargon, are also gaining in popularity. these 
devices are moving beyond basic sound playback and are including more 
sensors to track medical data, location data, or data about what is heard or 
said by the wearer. this data is also ripe for exploitation by device-makers.

We expect these devices will have many applications in the quantified self 
field, and it seems very likely that manufacturers will seek to exploit these 
new data streams. We will reconsider these devices for inclusion in the 2020 
report Card.

Questions asked

Categories
before we began, we knew we wanted to capture certain key areas in our 
review of the privacy policies and practices of the companies we reviewed:
•  the terms and privacy policies, how clearly the legal terms are described, 

and what legal rights are defined.
• the data collected and shared by the companies.
•  the rights users have to access or delete the data collected while using 

the devices.
•  the security policies and practices of the companies.
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the Questions

the questions asked in the report Card were developed with these categories in mind. After an initial review of the terms of several device makers, we created 
a draft set of questions. We reviewed terms more thoroughly with the draft questions to be sure they could be applied in an objective manner, then refined the 
questions to ensure they could be used to grade companies consistently. the result of this process was the list of questions in the report Card, each with a weighted 
score based on how significant we felt the question was to users overall.

Category Question

Legal rights 1.  Is the privacy policy easy to find?

2. Is the privacy policy easy to understand?

3.  If the provider can change the terms and privacy policy unilaterally, do they commit to giving the user notice 
of the changes?

4.  Do the terms try to prescribe the jurisdiction the user has to bring a complaint in?

5.  Is the user required to go into mandatory arbitration or required to opt out of class actions?

Data Collection 
and sharing

6.  To what degree does the service collect data?

7.  Does the provider have the right to share user’s data beyond what is required to provide the service?

Data Access 8.  Are all users given the right to erasure or right to be forgotten?

9.  Does the user have the ability to download their data in an easy-to-use format?

security 10.  Does the company have a policy for data security?

11.  Does the company provide regular software security updates?
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Legal Rights

1. Is the privacy policy easy to find? (2 points)
to understand the legal rights you have, you have to be able to find the terms 
setting out those rights. many companies link to the privacy policy directly 
from their website or product page, but others require an extensive search.

We gave 2 points for a privacy policy that is available on the main website or 
product page, 1 point for a policy available with a bit of searching, or 0 for a 
privacy policy that is difficult to find or unavailable.

2. Is the privacy policy easy to understand? (3 points)
once you find the privacy policy or terms of service, the next hurdle is to read 
and understand it. some policies are written in clear language, while others 
are a maze of legalese, with complicated phrasing designed to mislead or 
confuse.

We gave 3 points for an easy-to-read policy that is not misleading, 2 points for 
a policy that is a bit complicated but not misleading, 1 point for a policy that is 
complicated and slightly misleading, or 0 for an extremely misleading policy.

3. If the provider can change the terms and privacy policy unilaterally, 
do they commit to giving the user notice of the changes? (2 points)
most terms of service and privacy policies allow the company to change the 
terms unilaterally. We considered whether the user is given notice of changes 
before they go into effect.

We gave 2 points for giving direct notice of changes to the user by email or 
by a notification in the app or service, 1 point for a non-binding suggestion 
that direct notice would be provided, and 0 points for not committing to 
notice beyond posting the new terms on the website.

4. Do the terms try to prescribe the jurisdiction you have to bring a 
complaint in? (2 points)
sometimes you need to turn to the legal system for recourse in a dispute with 
a company. many companies have a “forum selection clause” that defines 
the country, state, or province where you can take it to court and a “choice 
of law” clause, which defines what country or state’s laws will apply to the 
dispute. this can have the effect of denying consumers legal recourse, as
companies will often choose jurisdictions with laws that are favorable to 
them, and it can be time-consuming and expensive to start legal proceedings 
in a foreign court.

We awarded 2 points for allowing actions in the user’s jurisdiction under 
their own law, 1 point for choosing jurisdiction but allowing some exceptions 
for the user’s local law, and 0 points for the company determining both 
jurisdiction and law.

5. Are you required to go into mandatory arbitration or required to 
opt out of class actions? (2 points)
the balance of power between a single consumer and a company is usually 
tipped in favor of the company. the right to bring a class action lawsuit 
is one way to balance the playing field, as it lets consumers with similar 
claims group them together. Companies are trying to limit the legal rights of 
consumers, either by forcing them into binding arbitration on the company’s 
home turf or by forcing consumers to opt out of class actions.

We awarded 2 points for not requiring either binding arbitration or forcing 
class action opt outs, 1 point for allowing one but not the other, or 0 points 
for preventing both.
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Data Collection and Sharing

6. to what degree does the service collect data? (5 points)
one of the biggest questions to be answered was how much data the device 
maker collects about its users. users often choose devices that collect more 
data because they want that data to be collected, so rather than grading 
based on how much data is collected, we looked at the purpose of collecting 
that data.

We found a range of data collection practices that could be placed on a 
spectrum. At the privacy-preserving end of the spectrum were companies 
that collect data only to provide the features and services promised to their 
consumers. In the middle of the spectrum, we found companies collecting 
data for purposes that have little to do with the needs or expectations of
users, such as product development, marketing, or to provide to their 
partners. Finally, at the far end of the spectrum, we found companies that 
collect data in ways that are not made clear to users, including collecting data 
from third parties to generate profiles about users.

For data collection, we gave 5 points to companies that only used data 
to offer the services requested by their users, 4 points to companies that 
only used data to offer the services and develop new products, 2 points 
to companies that used data to market their own products, 1 point to 
companies that used data to market other companies’ products for them, 
and 0 points to companies that collected data from third party sources. In 
some cases, to note data collection practices that are especially hostile to 
users, we deducted an extra point for general creepiness, although a score 
could not drop below zero.

7. Does the provider have the right to share users’ data beyond what 
is required to provide the service? (5 points)
once we considered what data had been collected, we asked who data could 
be shared with. many of the companies we reviewed have affiliates and 
subsidiaries, and all of the companies have networks of service providers for 
things like cloud storage, payment processing, and shipping. some degree of 
sharing is required for these purposes, so we did not deduct points for this kind 
of sharing as long as contracts between the company and the service provider 
passed on data protection responsibilities to the service provider.

the important question is who else gets to see the data. We found  companies 
who share data with advertisers, insurance companies, employers, and data 
brokers. In some cases these practices were made transparent to the users and 
sometimes help subsidize the purchase of the device. other companies buried 
their data sharing practices in dense legal language in their terms of service or 
privacy policies.35

there is also the question of the nature of the data being shared. none of 
the companies shared personally identifiable data without explicit permission 
from the data subject. more often, data would be shared in aggregate, after 
identifying information was removed. however, this pseudonymous data can 
sometimes be de-anonymized by referencing against other data sets. some 
companies took extra measures to ensure data could not be de-anonymized, 
while others did not.

In grading this question, we considered a spectrum of sharing practices. At one 
end of the spectrum, we gave 5 points for only sharing within the company’s 
corporate group or with service providers. At the other end, we gave 0 points 
for sharing personal data without proper pseudonymization. other practices 
fell somewhere between, based on an understanding of that company’s data 
sharing practices. We should note that there is some degree of “gut feeling” 
involved in these scores, as many companies’ terms were vague about what 
might be permissible under the terms and what is actually done with data.
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Data Access

8. Are all users given the right to erasure or right to be 
forgotten? (2 points)
the european union’s General Data Protection regulation, or “GDPr,” 
created a new framework for data collection and sharing, putting new 
emphasis on the rights of users. one of those new rights is the “right to 
erasure” or “right to be forgotten,” which allows users to request
that the company holding their data simply delete it. When the GDPr went 
into effect in europe in may 2018, many companies updated their global 
privacy practices to extend GDPr-like protections to all customers around the 
world. even companies that do not provide full GDPr rights to all customers 
will often give users the ability to fully delete their account themselves.

We gave 2 points for extending GDPr-like rights to all users, 1 point for 
providing some GDPr-like options, and 0 points for not explicitly allowing 
deletion of accounts and data.

9. Does the user have the ability to download their data in an 
easy-to-use format? (2 points)
While no companies we reviewed try to claim ownership of user data, 
platform lock-in is still a major problem. many companies now offer a link for 
users to download their data in a standard format.

We gave 2 points for providing a link that lets users download their data in a 
standard format, 1 point for allowing users to request their data, and 0 points 
for not allowing users to request their data.

Security

10. Does the company have a policy for data security? 
(3 points)
security is important for quantified self devices, as they collect sensitive data 
about individuals and are often connected to the internet, making these 
devices vulnerable to surveillance, malware, or attacks from hackers. to keep 
users’ devices and information secure, it is important for companies to have 
strong security policies in place and to clearly describe the measures they 
have taken to protect user data when it is stored on the device, in the cloud, 
or in transit.

We awarded 3 points for companies that have a strong security policy and 
describe it in detail, 1 point for a policy that is described in generic terms, and 
0 points for not addressing security in any meaningful way.

11. Does the company provide regular software security updates? 
(3 points)
Devices that are regularly connected to the internet are exposed to 
new security threats on an ongoing basis and must be able to respond 
by providing regular software updates to fix vulnerabilities as they are 
discovered.

Companies earned 3 points for providing regular, well-documented software 
updates, 1 point for providing software updates without sufficient detail, and 
0 points for not regularly updating software after the device ships.
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Grading the Report Card
Graders 
Grading for the report Card was conducted by its authors, Greg mcmullen 
and rochelle Fairfield.

Grading process 
In grading the 18 companies selected, we searched for the relevant policies 
for each company. once we had found them, we each reviewed the policies 
and assigned scores independently. We both determined the scores for each 
question and each company, and we compared our scores and assigned a 
final grade for each question. the sum of the scores became the company’s 
final grade for the 2019 report Card.

Weighting 
the report Card does not give equal weight to each question. higher values 
were assigned to questions we agreed have a bigger impact on the user. For 
example, we awarded up to 5 points for data collection practices, but only 
2 points for having a privacy policy that is easy to find. While both questions 
are important, the data collected about the user will probably have a greater 
impact on the user than the ease of finding the privacy policy that describes 
the data collection.

Issues with grading 
In reviewing the companies included in the report Card, we encountered a 
number of issues that made grading more difficult. While we attempted to 
overcome these difficulties, the problems listed below could have an impact 
on the scores given to a particular company.

Finding the correct privacy policy or terms of service for a company’s quantified 
self devices quickly became a concern. It was not always clear whether the 

terms or privacy policy we were looking at applied to the device in question. In 
some cases, the terms or privacy policy were only available upon signing up for 
a service or installing an app. In other cases, multiple versions of the terms were 
available and could have applied to the device. In these cases, we made best 
efforts to determine which set of terms would apply.

Another concern was the potential gap between data policies and data 
practices. In reviewing terms and policies, we were able to review what 
companies say they will do, not what they actually do. some companies 
tried to close this gap by adding detail and specificity to their terms. this 
transparency was appreciated, but made the terms longer and more 
complicated to read. other privacy policies were extremely vague, allowing 
broad categories of data collection and sharing. this forced us to guess what 
their actual practices were. In either case, companies do not always live up to 
their own policies. over the past year we have seen many cases of companies 
falling short of their stated policies, or doing things that are technically 
allowed but still shocked users.

Although we narrowed the range of devices reviewed for the 2019 report 
Card, the devices included still had a wide range of features. some were 
simple step counters, while others had location tracking by GPs or monitored 
heart rate. more features on a device typically required more data collection, 
resulting in an uneven comparison between devices. We attempted to 
account for this imbalance by scoring based on what was required to 
offer the service, but some scores may be slightly off as a result of these 
discrepancies.

Finally, we had to address the fact that some companies had their own privacy 
policies but produced devices that run on Google Wear os, subjecting users 
to both sets of policies. We handled this by reviewing Google Wear os as if it 
were a separate device maker so users considering a device from a company 
using Google Wear os can see how that operating system stacks up.
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Readable terms and privacy policies
While many companies are making their privacy policies easier to read in 
the sense that jargon and legalese have been removed, the actual effect of 
the policies remains as confusing as ever. the friendly summaries included in 
many companies’ policies often include generic assurances that the company 
cares about user rights, but those terms are meaningless when followed by 
clauses forbidding class actions or allowing the company to collect data from 
third parties to build profiles about the users. Companies need to do better 
to make their privacy practices more transparent and equitable.

Class actions and arbitration
In this year’s report Card, half of the companies’ terms of service require 
that users give up their rights to sue the company as part of a class action. 
Class actions were designed to level the playing field between consumers 
and corporations, and taking away this right makes it almost impossible for a 
harm caused by the company to be addressed.

nearly half of the companies in the report Card require binding arbitration 
for any disputes with the company, typically in front of an arbitrator chosen 
and paid for by the company and with rules favourable to that company. one 
company—misfit, now owned by the Fossil Group—went so far as to try to 
limit constitutional rights, suggesting that by using a misfit device the user 
waives constitutional rights to a trial in front of a judge or jury.

International data transfers
We noted that many companies transfer data internationally between their 
own servers and their service providers and often warn users in their privacy 
policies that some countries may have less stringent privacy laws than the 
user’s home country.

some jurisdictions, including Canada, require notice if personal data will be 
transferred outside the country. the european union’s GDPr requires the 
consent of the data subject, and data can only be transferred to approved 
third countries. transfers to the us must be approved under the Privacy shield 
Agreement.

While the laws of the user’s country will typically apply to the company’s use 
of any data it collects from the user, regardless of where it is stored, these 
notifications can indicate that data may be stored in a country like the us 
that has expansive national security or law enforcement powers to access any 
data stored in the country, especially the data of foreigners, which has no 
constitutional protection under us law.

the location of data storage takes on a new significance as more Chinese 
companies are making devices for use by north Americans and europeans. 
there is concern in the united states and Canada that Chinese companies 
such as huawei will leverage access to user data for national security 
intelligence or corporate espionage.36 the nsA and other Five eyes 
intelligence agencies have enjoyed easy access to data stored in the us for 
years, but the risk of corporate espionage raises a new set of concerns. It is 
easy to see how quantified self data could have great intelligence value. A 
fitness tracking app has already leaked the location of a us military base, so 
further leaks can’t be far behind.37 expect to see more focus on international 
data transfers of quantified self data in the future, as more data is stored 
outside of the us and europe.
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Platforms
many of the companies we reviewed make devices that run on Google’s 
Wear os platform. these devices will require that you agree to at least two 
sets of privacy policies and terms of service—one for the company that makes 
the device, and one for Google. Keep this in mind when considering devices 
from Casio, Fossil, LG, michael Kors, and mobvoi, and any other company 
that makes a device running Wear os.

Data aggregation
since self tracking devices track data about one individual, we tend to look 
at how that data could affect an individual. however, the more interesting 
questions are often about aggregate data, or the sets of data collected 
about all users of the devices. Aggregate data is what is most useful for 
data analysis, whether by health researchers or by advertisers, as it allows 
conclusions about an entire population instead of a single person. none of 
the companies covered in the report Card claim to share aggregate data 
without first removing personal identifiers.

Pseudonymous data cannot be directly associated with an identifiable 
individual. this is not quite enough, however, as pseudonymous data can 
sometimes be re-identified by combining it with other publicly available 
information. For example, a data set with no names that includes date 
of birth and postal code can often be linked back to the individuals by 
combining it with voter information or other public records. some of the 
companies in the report took the extra step of noting that, as is required 
by the GDPr, pseudonymous data that could be easily associated with an 
individual in this way would be treated as personal data.

since the data collected is most often aggregated to generate behavioral 
futures based on behavioral triggers, trends, and influences, it’s important 
to consider the implications of these kinds of analyses on the societal level, 
not just the individual level. the impact of this kind of research on wide 
populations must be taken into account when deciding how to proceed with 
work on big data.
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since the GDPr went into effect, most companies have been offering the 
ability to delete user accounts or to request the data the company has 
amassed about the user. the best approach to data deletion and access is 
to have features allowing the user to manage the process themselves through 
the company’s website or app.

there are still concerns with approaches to both deletion and data 
access, however.

some companies only allow users access to certain data, typically the 
data users have provided themselves. Companies that collect additional 
information about the user or analyse user data for their own purposes are 
not forthcoming with that additional information.

meanwhile, some companies are still not committing to completely deleting 
all data about the user. most companies make exceptions for data stored on 
backups or data they retain for security or legal requirements. Companies 
should be more explicit about what data they retain after an account is 
deleted, and for how long.
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We were pleasantly surprised by companies’ security practices, although there 
is still a long way to go.

many companies now include some details of their security practices in either 
their terms of service or their privacy policies. While this is an encouraging 
trend, these summaries were often inadequate. At a minimum, companies 
should indicate whether data is encrypted when in storage and in transit. Less 
than this is not enough to allow users to decide whether they should trust a 
product or service.

the security summaries often include a notice that no security is perfect. 
While this is a good reminder that all security will ultimately fail, it is also a 
transparent effort to deny liability for breaches. We were disappointed to see 
companies try to put the burden for security entirely on users. one company 
dedicated its entire security section to the importance of choosing a strong 
password, showing just how far we have to go.

most companies support their products with software updates after the 
product is released. however, only a few companies offered details about the 
contents of their software updates or provided a history of software updates. 
this information is important to help users understand whether they need to 
update to the latest software.

Companies that have more experience in software development and internet 
services or devices seem to be better at documenting their software updates 
and security practices. hopefully other companies will adopt some of these 
practices as they gain more experience in developing internet-connected 
devices.
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Conclusions

Despite the tech backlash, it is not clear that the consequences have made 
their way into the privacy practices of most of the companies making 
quantified self devices. the adjustments to privacy policies made in 2018 
to comply with the GDPr seem to be the full extent of many companies’ 
commitment to privacy. some don’t even go this far, carving out specific 
policies for europe and leaving the rest of the world to fend for itself. other 
companies have taken steps to make their policies easier to read, although 
the legal effect remains the same.

one notable exception to this is Apple, which has pushed hard to be seen as 
the privacy-preserving alternative to Google. however, Apple products come 
at a price premium, making privacy a luxury good for certain individuals, not 
a fundamental human right. In addition to excluding people who can’t afford 
the price of privacy, this risks creating a class of people who feel insulated 
from the negative effects of surveillance capitalism and are less concerned 
about creating effective legal protections.

the events of the tech backlash should show us that while individuals 
can shield their own data from view, they cannot shield themselves from 
the negative effects of surveillance capitalism. the potential harms of an 
unrestricted market in behavioral futures extends well beyond a loss of 
privacy for any one individual. the consequences are only now starting to be 
felt across society as a whole, by way of election interference, radicalization 
by recommendation engine, or other data-driven ills we have yet to 
encounter.

over the past decade, tech companies have collected an incredible array of 
talent in data science and artificial intelligence and have used that talent to 
build incredible tools for understanding humans and what drives us. they 
have applied those tools to build vast fortunes, but in the process have 
imposed terrible externalities on society. those companies must now take 
a leadership role in mitigating against even greater harms and determining 
what ethical application of those tools will look like.38 until they do, the tech 
backlash will have every reason to grow stronger.
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32  Fortunately this is starting to change. the Verge, a tech news site that looks at the intersection of technology and culture, is starting to provide a count for the number of agreements 

that must be entered into before a given product can be used. We hope other sites will follow suit. For example,  the Verge’  s review of Amazon’s echo buds headphones, which 
counted five sets of terms that must be agreed to: https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/29/20937559/amazon-echo-buds-wireless-earbuds-review-features-bose-noise-reduction-price

33 https://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-befo re-her-father-did/#466ad2336668
34  https://www.theverge.com/2017/4/13/15251616/mindmaze-mask-vr-face-expression-reading-sensors
35 see Apple Watch and Fitbit programs by insurers and employers at footnote 28.
36  https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/17/18264283/huawei-security-threat-experts-china-spying-5g
37 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/28/fitness-tracking-app-gives-away-location-of-secret-us-ar my-bases
38  https://venturebeat.com/2019/10/18/how-does-society-create-an-ethics-guide-for-ai/
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Data Data Privacy rankings > Legal Rights

Possible Apple Casio Fitbit Fossil Garmin Google 
Wear 
OS

Huawei LG Michael 
Kors

Misfit Mobvoi Moov Sam-
sung

Suunto Tom-
Tom

Wahoo With-
ings

Xiaomi

Total Score Framework 31 Total 25 15 16 11 12 16 17 9 9 13 15 6 9 19 19 16 17 18

Legal 
Rights

Find Is the Privacy Policy 
easy to find? 

2 - One click from website / 1 
google search or clicking around / 0 
difficult or absent

2 2 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 2 2 1 2 0 1 2 2

Under-
stand

Is the Privacy 
Policy easy to un-
derstand?

3 easy to understand and transpar-
ent about what it means / 2 a bit 
confusing but not misleading / 1 
jargony or slightly misleading / 0 
complex and/or very misleading

3 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2

Notice   
2

If the provider can 
change the Terms 
and Privacy Policy 
unilaterally, do they 
commit to giving 
the user notice of 
the changes?

2 commit to direct notice in app, 
service, or email / 1 probably will 
give direct notice / 0 no commitment 
to notice

2 2 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Jurisdic-
tion

Do the terms try 
to prescribe the 
jurisdiction you 
have to bring a 
complaint in?

2 bring action where you are under 
your own law / 1 carve out excep-
tions for some local law / 0 their 
choice of law

2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0

Opt Out Are you required 
to go into manda-
tory arbitration or 
required to opt out 
of class actions?

2 class actions not prohibited, arbi-
tration not required / 1 class actions 
banned or arbitration required but 
not both / 0 class actions banned 
and arbitration required

2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 2 0 2

Total 
Legal 
Rights

11 Legal 
Rights

9 5 5 3 5 7 7 2 3 6 5 3 3 6 5 6 4 7
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Data Data Privacy rankings > Data Collection and Sharing

Possible Apple Casio Fitbit Fossil Garmin Google 
Wear 
OS

Huawei LG Michael 
Kors

Misfit Mobvoi Moov Sam-
sung

Suunto Tom-
Tom

Wahoo With-
ings

Xiaomi

Total Score Framework 31 Total 25 15 16 11 12 16 17 9 9 13 15 6 9 19 19 16 17 18

Data 
Collec-
tion and 
Sharing

Collec-
tion

To what degree does the 
service collect data? 

5 only collect data required 
to provide services you 
requested and do basic 
business stuff / 4 above plus 
developing new products 
services / 2 above plus 
marketing their own services 
/ 1 above plus marketing 
third parties' stuff for them / 
0 above plus collecting addi-
tional data from third parties 
to build individual profiles 
for marketing / -1 collecting 
something especially creepy.

5 3 3 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 2 2 2

Share Does the provider have the 
right to share user’s data, 
beyond what is required 
to provide the service? 
[Does the provider have the 
right to share user’s data 
in unclear or unexpected 
reasons?]

5 only share within corpo-
rate group or with suppliers 
or service providers to deliver 
services you requested, or as 
required by law / 0 sharing 
with third parties

5 3 4 3 3 0 0 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 2 3 2 3 1

Total 
Data 
Collec-
tion and 
Sharing

10 Data 
Collec-
tion and 
Sharing

6 7 5 4 1 0 3 3 2 3 3 1 0 4 4 4 5 3
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Data Data Privacy rankings > Data Access

Possible Apple Casio Fitbit Fossil Garmin Google 
Wear 
OS

Huawei LG Michael 
Kors

Misfit Mobvoi Moov Sam-
sung

Suunto Tom-
Tom

Wahoo With-
ings

Xiaomi

Total Score Framework 31 Total 25 15 16 11 12 16 17 9 9 13 15 6 9 19 19 16 17 18

Data 
Access

Deletion Are all users given the right 
to erasure or right to be 
forgotten? 

2 yes for everyone / 1 yes 
sometimes for some people 
/ 0 no

2 2 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 1

Porta-
bility

Does the user have the abil-
ity to download their data in 
an easy-to-use format? 

2 yes with download link 
provided in account settings 
/ 1 yes with request / 0 no

2 2 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 1

Total 
Datal 
Access

4 Data 
Access

4 2 3 2 3 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 3 4 2 4 2

Data Data Privacy rankings > Security

Possible Apple Casio Fitbit Fossil Garmin Google 
Wear 
OS

Huawei LG Michael 
Kors

Misfit Mobvoi Moov Sam-
sung

Suunto Tom-
Tom

Wahoo With-
ings

Xiaomi

Total Score Framework 31 Total 25 15 16 11 12 16 17 9 9 13 15 6 9 19 19 16 17 18

Security Security Does the company have a 
policy for data security?

3 yes, provides info / 1 yes 
but very generic / 0 no info

3 3 0 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 0 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 3

Soft-
ware 
Updates

Does the company provide 
regular software security 
updates? [not in the TOS but 
important to know]

3 yes, regular updates clearly 
listed / 1 regular updates but 
no clear info / 0 no updates

3 3 1 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

Total 
Security

6 Security 6 1 3 2 3 6 6 4 4 3 6 2 4 6 6 4 4 6
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About the Human Data 
Commons Foundation DonAte noW

the human Data Commons Foundation (hDC) is a non-profit organization 
based in Vancouver, Canada working to make data collection more salient, 
ethical and beneficial to the well-being of humanity.

hDC does this by fostering and facilitating interdisciplinary, inclusive 
stakeholder discussion about how to shape ethics and protocols for 
big data.

Our actions include:
• creating awareness through education
• generating ideas for change
• advocating for higher industry standards
• supporting seed projects

Human Data Commons Foundation   
www.humandatacommons.org

It’s time to level 
the big data 
playing field.

Donate now to help us help you secure your 
data.100% of all funds will be used to support 
our research and education programs.

GO tO: http://www.humandatacommons.org/donate


